
Klein Tools 56325 Fish and Glow Rod
Set, 25-Foot

Klein Tools 56325 Fish and Glow Rod Set, 25-Foot
If you’ve ever used fiberglass fish rods, you know how painful and annoying
fiberglass splinters can be. The protective coating on these fish rods guards
your hands against splinters. These flexible yet rigid rods will pull wire
across long distances. 1/4-Inch (6 mm) and 3/16-Inch (5 mm) diameter rods can
connect together for added versatility. The set includes attachments and glow
in dark rods to help make the job easier.

Extra durable, lightweight and available in a variety of lengths and
flexibilities
Five 1/4-Inch (6 mm) diameter fish rods and one 3/16-Inch (5 mm) diameter
glow rod assemble to a full 25-feet (7.62 m)
Five rods with durable 5/16-Inch diameter stainless steel connectors and
one rod with 1/4-Inch diameter stainless steel connectors
Bullet nose and hook attachments to attach and grab wires
Made in USA
Protective Splinter Guard coating keeps hands free of fiberglass splinters

Klein Tools 501-915 TDR Cable Length
Meter

Klein Tools 501-915 TDR Cable Length Meter
The Klein Tools Cable Length Meter is a portable Time Domain Reflectometry
(TDR) cable length tester. It measures cable length, calibrates Velocity of
Propagation (VoP) values, finds distance to faults in cables, and provides
built-in tone generation for cable tracing. This tester provides accurate cable
length measurement for a wide variety of cable types at an affordable price.
Includes test leads and a carrying case.

Cable length meter measures length of electrical, data, two-wire and Romex
cables up to 3000 feet (914 m)
TDR technology measures Distance-to-Fault, Open or Short, on terminated or
unterminated cable
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Programmed with Velocity of Propagation (VoP) values for Coax, Data, Romex
and other multiwire cables for accurate length measurement within +/-(2-
Percent plus 3-Foot/0.9 m) accuracy
Stores custom cable VoP values for consistently accurate results and time
savings
Simple interface with full color, interactive LCD
Tones unenergized, open-ended wires for wire tracing (requires Analog Probe
(Cat. No. VDV500-123, sold separately)
Coax-BNC or high quality alligator clips for quick, easy connection to test
most cable types
RJ45 jack for accurate length measurement of terminated data cables
Measurements can be switched between and metric and imperial units
Includes padded carrying case and leads

Klein Tools MM700 Digital Multimeter
TRMS/Low Impedance, 1000V

Klein Tools MM700 Digital Multimeter TRMS/Low
Impedance, 1000V
Klein Tools MM700 Multimeter is an automatically ranging true root mean squared
(TRMS) digital multimeter that measures AC/DC voltage, AC/DC current, and
resistance. It can also measure temperature, capacitance, frequency, duty-
cycle, diodes and continuity. Klein Tools’ Test and Measurement product line
was exclusively designed from the ground up by electricians for electricians.
Years of field research, combined with extensive input from electricians across
America, inspired the development of meters and electrical testers loaded with
innovative, time-saving features.

Multimeter with automatic ranging true root mean square (TRMS) technology
for increased accuracy
Tester measures up to 1000V AC/DC voltage, 10A AC/DC current and 40MOhms
resistance plus temperature, capacitance, frequency, duty-cycle, test
diodes and continuity
CAT IV 600V Safety Rating
Built to withstand a 6.6-foot (2m) drop and withstand daily wear and tear
on the job site
Low Impedance (LoZ) mode for identifying and eliminating ghost or stray
voltages
For use in basic and controlled electromagnetic environments such as
residential, business and light-industrial locations
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Low battery indicator and easily accessible battery and fuse replacement
compartment
Includes carrying pouch, test leads, alligator clips, thermocouple with
adapter and batteries

Klein Tools MM325 Digital Multimeter,
Manual-Ranging, 600V

Klein Tools MM325 Digital Multimeter, Manual-Ranging,
600V
Klein Tools MM325 Multimeter is a manual-ranging multimeter that measures AC/DC
voltage, DC current, and resistance. It can also test batteries, diodes, and
continuity. Klein Tools’ Test and Measurement product line was exclusively
designed from the ground up by electricians for electricians. Years of field
research, combined with extensive input from electricians across America,
inspired the development of meters and electrical testers loaded with
innovative, time-saving features.

Multimeter measures up to 600V AC/DC voltage, 10A DC current, 2 MOhms
resistance, continuity, batteries, and diodes
Lead Alert protection with LED’s for test lead placement
Easy-to-view backlit display for low light environments
Low battery indicator and easily accessible battery and fuse compartment
Durable meter built to withstand a 6.6-Foot (2 m) drop
Includes test leads, batteries and user manual
CAT III 600V safety rating
For use in basic and controlled electromagnetic environments such as
residential, business and light-industrial locations

Klein Tools J203-8 Pliers, Needle Nose
Side-Cutters, 8-Inch
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Klein Tools J203-8 Pliers, Needle Nose Side-Cutters,
8-Inch
Klein’s Long-Nose Side-Cutting Pliers offer induction hardened knives to ensure
long term durability and easy cutting. The slim head gets into confined spaces
while the extended handles provide extra reach. The long nose is great for
grabbing and looping wire.

Needle nose plier with heavier design for greater cutting power
Extended handles provide added reach and leverage
Slim head design for working in confined areas
Induction hardened cutting knives for long life
Forged in the USA with custom, US-made tool steel
Hot-riveted joint ensures smooth action and no handle wobble
State-of-the-art, dual material Journeyman handles provide a better grip
without sacrificing tool strength or durability
Hard, black material for toughness and durability
Soft material on outer surface for comfort and a firm grip
Color-coded handles allow quick identification of tool

Klein Tools ET20 WiFi Borescope

Klein Tools ET20 WiFi Borescope
The new Klein Tools’ ET20 Borescope can be quickly connected to your smartphone
via the built-in WiFi signal, turning the smartphone in your pocket into a
smart tool. Install the compatible App on your phone to display, record, store
and also share your images and videos via text or email. This Borescope enables
you to capture high-quality photo and video directly to your device from up to
30 feet away. It features a waterproof 9 mm camera with durable, armored 6-Foot
(1.8 m) flexible gooseneck cable, on-board LED lights, convenient pocket clip
and rechargeable lithium-ion battery.

WiFi Borescope transmits and displays video and images directly to your
smartphone up to 30 Feet (9 m) away
Waterproof 9 mm camera has 6 on-board, adjustable LED lights and outputs
high-quality 640 x 480 images
Tough, armored 6-Foot (1.8 m) long waterproof camera gooseneck maneuvers
around obstacles while maintaining rigidity
Battery status indicator tracks the charge level of the lithium-ion battery
Increase and decrease camera LED output either on the Borescope or in the
App
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The App not only acts as a display, but stores and shares images and videos
via text or email
Includes convenient pocket clip, USB charging cable, hook attachment,
carrying case, and instructions
The Klein Borescope App is available free at the App Store for iPhone users
and Google Play for Android users

Klein Tools CL800 Digital Clamp Meter,
AC Auto-Range TRMS, Low Impedance
(LoZ), Auto Off

Klein Tools CL800 Digital Clamp Meter, AC Auto-Range
TRMS, Low Impedance (LoZ), Auto Off
Klein Tools CL800 Electrical Tester is an automatically ranging true root mean
squared (TRMS) digital clamp meter that measures AC/DC voltage, resistance,
continuity, frequency, capacitance, and tests diodes via test-leads, and
temperature via a thermocouple probe. It also features a Low Impedance (LoZ)
mode for identifying and eliminating ghost or stray voltages. Klein Tools’ Test
and Measurement product line was exclusively designed from the ground up by
electricians for electricians. Years of field research, combined with extensive
input from electricians across America, inspired the development of meters and
electrical testers loaded with innovative, time-saving features.

Clamp Meter with automatically ranging true mean squared (TRMS) technology
for increased accuracy
Test leads measure AC/DC voltage, resistance, continuity, frequency and
capacitance and tests diodes
Thermocouple probe measures temperature
Low Impedance (LoZ) mode for identifying and eliminating ghost or stray
voltages
CAT IV 600V, CAT III 1000V, Class 2, Double insulation safety rating
Built to withstand a 6.6-Foot (2m) drop
Low battery indicator and easily accessible battery compartment
Operating temp: 32-degree F to 104-degree F (0-degree C to 40-degree C)
Operating altitude to 6562-Foot (2000m)
Includes carrying pouch, test leads, thermocouple with adapter and
batteries
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Klein Tools CL700 Digital Clamp Meter,
AC Auto-Ranging TRMS, Low Impedance
(LoZ) Mode

Klein Tools CL700 Digital Clamp Meter, AC Auto-
Ranging TRMS, Low Impedance (LoZ) Mode
Klein Tools CL700 Electrical Tester is an automatically ranging true root mean
squared (TRMS) digital clamp meter that measures AC current via the clamp, and
measures AC/DC voltage, resistance, continuity, frequency, capacitance, and
tests diodes via test-leads, and temperature via a thermocouple probe. It also
features a Low Impedance (LoZ) mode for identifying and eliminating ghost or
stray voltages. Klein Tools’ Test and Measurement product line was exclusively
designed from the ground up by electricians for electricians. Years of field
research, combined with extensive input from electricians across America,
inspired the development of meters loaded with innovative, time-saving
features.

Clamp Meter with automatically ranging true mean squared (TRMS) technology
for increased accuracy
Electronic Tester’s clamp measures AC current and its thermocouple probe
measures temperature
Test leads measure AC/DC voltage, resistance, continuity, frequency and
capacitance and tests diodes
Low Impedance (LoZ) mode for identifying and eliminating ghost or stray
voltages
CAT IV 600V, CAT III 1000V, Class 2, Double insulation safety rating
Built to withstand a 6.6-Foot (2 m) drop
Low battery indicator and easily accessible battery compartment
Includes a carrying pouch, test leads, thermocouple with adapter and
batteries
Meets requirements for use in basic and controlled electromagnetic
environments like residential, office and light-industrial locations
Operating Temperature: 32-degrees F to 104-degrees F (0-degrees C to 40-
degrees C)
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Klein Tools 60407 Hard Hat, Vented,
Full Brim with Headlamp, White

Klein Tools 60407 Hard Hat, Vented, Full Brim with
Headlamp, White
Klein Tools Hard Hats were designed and engineered for optimal safety, comfort
and fit. Unique features allow the user to comfortably work in a wide variety
of applications and demanding environments. Patent-pending accessory mounts on
front and back ensure Klein Headlamps attach securely — no straps needed!

Safety hard hat has patent-pending accessory mounts on front and back that
ensure Klein Headlamps attach securely and precisely, every time — no
straps or zip ties needed!
Breathable, padded sweat-wicking sweatband and top pad improve comfort and
are machine washable
Adjustable vents can be opened or closed for maximum air circulation while
meeting stringent safety standards
Unique suspension system features a flexible open frame design to provide
optimal fit and improved air circulation
Class C, Type 1 hard hat with adjustable vents meets ANSI Z89.1-2014, CSA
Z94.1-15; EN397:2012+A1:2012-5.2.4 (Lateral Deformation-LD);
EN12492:2012-4.2.1.2, 4.2.1.3, 4.2.1.4 (Front/Back/Side impact)
Easy, one-handed adjustment with large knob ratchet mechanism (even with
gloves on). Soft neck pad pivots to clear bandanna knots and pony tails
Universal accessory slots on both sides for attaching hearing protection,
face shield and more
Includes removable Klein Headlamp/Magnetic Work Light (KHH56220) with 3xAAA
batteries
Klein Rechargeable Headlamp, Alkaline Headlamp, Sweatband, Top Pad, Chin
Strap and Suspension System also sold separately

Klein Tools 60113RL Hard Hat, Vented,
Cap Style with Rechargeable Headlamp,
White
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Klein Tools 60113RL Hard Hat, Vented, Cap Style with
Rechargeable Headlamp, White
Klein Tools Hard Hats were designed and engineered for optimal safety, comfort
and fit. Unique features allow the user to comfortably work in a wide variety
of applications and demanding environments. Patent-pending accessory mounts on
front and back ensure Klein Headlamps attach securely — no straps needed!

Safety hard hat has patent-pending accessory mounts on front and back
ensure optional Klein Headlamps attach securely and precisely, every time —
no straps or zip ties needed!
Breathable, padded sweat-wicking sweatband and top pad improve comfort and
are machine washable
Adjustable vents can be opened or closed to control air circulation in hot
and cold weather
Unique suspension system features a flexible open frame design to provide
optimal fit and improved air circulation
Class C, Type 1 hard hat with adjustable vents meets ANSI Z89.1-2014, CSA
Z94.1-15; EN12492:2012-4.2.1.2, 4.2.1.3, 4.2.1.4 (Front/Back/Side impact)
Easy, one-handed adjustment with large knob ratchet mechanism (even with
gloves on), and soft neck pad pivots to clear bandanna knots and pony tails
Universal accessory slots on both sides for attaching hearing protection,
face shield and more
This model includes Klein Rechargeable Headlamp/Work Light (Cat. No. 56062)
with charging cable
Accessories and replacement parts (sold separately): Rechargeable Headlamps
(Cat. Nos. 56049, 56048, 56062), Alkaline Headlamp (Cat. No. KHH56220),
Sweatband, Top Pad, Chin Strap, Suspension System (Cat. Nos. KHHSWTBND,
KHHTOPPAD, KHHSTP, KHHSPN)

Klein Tools 5715 PowerLine Mobile Phone
Holder, Black Nylon, Large
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Klein Tools 5715 PowerLine Mobile Phone Holder, Black
Nylon, Large
Keep your cell phone within easy reach on the jobsite with Klein Tools’
PowerLine Mobile Phone Holder. This large holder fits most mobile phones. It
also has a metal belt clip that easily attaches to belts up to 2-Inch wide.

Fits most large mobile phones
Padded for extra protection
Made of Cordura fabric for exceptional resistance to abrasion, punctures
and tearing
Metal belt clip fits belts up to 2-Inches (51 mm) wide
Closable flap features VELCRO brand touch fasteners
Closed bottom for convenient storage
VELCRO is a registered trademark of Velcro Industries B.V
Cordura is a registered trademark of INVISTA for durable fabrics
Assembled in USA of U.S. and imported components



Klein Tools 56048 Rechargeable Headlamp
with Fabric Strap, 400 Lumens, All-Day
Runtime

Klein Tools 56048 Rechargeable Headlamp with Fabric
Strap, 400 Lumens, All-Day Runtime
Klein Tools’ rechargeable headlamp provides three modes to fit your task: a
bright, 22-hour floodlight; a brighter 12-hour focused spotlight, and a super-
bright 400 lumen boost mode. You’ll know when it’s time to recharge the lamp,
because the LED lights on the battery gauge clearly indicate how much battery
you have left. The adjustable fabric strap is comfortable and has just enough
silicone weave to keep it in place. Whether you wear with the strap or attach
it directly to a Klein Hard Hat, this light-sensing auto-off headlamp is the
best choice for your everyday light.
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Rechargeable 400 lumen Auto-Off LED Headlamp has 3 modes: All-on/Boost at
400 lumens for 4 hours, Spotlight at 200 lumens for 12 hours, and 22 hour
runtime Floodlight at 100 lumens
Headlamp automatically turns off after 3 minutes in bright light via auto-
sensing technology, extending battery life (feature can be disabled by
holding the power button for 10 seconds)
Battery gauge indicates level of battery life with colored LED lights
Smartly designed headlamp bracket also attaches directly to Klein Hard Hats
(those equipped with bracket system)
Slim profile with pivoting mount to allow up to a 64-Degree lighting angle
Adjustable woven fabric strap with silicone grip secures to headlamp onto
head, hard hat, or cap
Light can be easily removed from bracket for recharging
Rechargeable via micro-USB port (cable included)
Durable headlamp: drop-test rating of 6-Foot, dust and water resistant

Klein Tools 55655 Tradesman Pro Tool
Station Tool Bag Backpack with Work
Light

Klein Tools 55655 Tradesman Pro Tool Station Tool Bag
Backpack with Work Light
The Klein Tools’ Tradesman Pro Tool Station Backpack with Work Light has 21
pockets and a large interior for maximum tool storage. Illuminate your backpack
interior with the removable hands-free Work Light attached with an elastic
loop. The front flap of the backpack unzips halfway for quick tool access or
fully extends for workstation access. Made of water resistant 1680d ballistic
weave material for durability.

Backpack with 21 pockets and large interior for maximum tool storage
Includes removable Flashlight with Work Light; A bright magnetic flashlight
and broadcasting work light in one tool
Elastic loop holds Work Light for hands-free illumination of backpack
interior when working in low light areas
Front of backpack unzips halfway for quick tool access or fully extends for
workstation access
Made of water resistant 1680d ballistic weave material for durability
Orange interior for easy tool visibility
Extra padding on the shoulder straps and back for carrying comfort
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Adjustable chest and lower straps for a customized fit
Front zipper pocket for small items
Exterior organization includes side elastic pouch for water bottle, tape
measure clip, and tape thong

Klein Tools 55482 Tradesman Pro Tool
Station Tool Bag Backpack, 21 Pockets

Klein Tools 55482 Tradesman Pro Tool Station Tool Bag
Backpack, 21 Pockets
The Klein Tools’ Tradesman Pro Tool Station Backpack has 21 pockets and a large
interior for maximum tool storage. The front flap of the backpack unzips
halfway for quick tool access or fully extends for workstation access. Made of
water resistant 1680d ballistic weave material for durability. Illuminate your
backpack interior with the removable hands-free Worklight (Cat. No. 56028) sold
separately.

Backpack with 21 pockets and large interior for maximum tool storage
Front of backpack unzips halfway for quick tool access or fully extends for
workstation access
Made of water resistant 1680d ballistic weave material for durability
Elastic loop holds Work Light (Cat. No. 56028 sold separately) for hands-
free illumination of backpack interior when working in low light areas
Orange interior for easy tool visibility
Extra padding on the shoulder straps and back for carrying comfort
Adjustable chest and lower straps for a customized fit
Front zipper pocket for small items
Exterior organization includes side elastic pouch for water bottle, tape
measure clip, and tape thong

Klein Tools 50550 Glow in the Dark Fish
Tape, 20-Foot
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Klein Tools 50550 Glow in the Dark Fish Tape, 20-Foot
Klein Tools’ first fully glow-in-the-dark fish tape. The unique clear case
permits ambient light to easily charge the glow tape and tip, providing a
bright glow for use in low light. The fiberglass tape is fully removable from
case for one-way wall cavity, drop ceiling, and conduit pass through feeding.
The anchor end features a stainless-steel fish rod connector so any of our fish
rod accessories can be attached to the end of the fish tape, allowing this fish
tape to also function as a super-flex glow rod. An optimal fish tape for
installing wire or cable behind walls and ceilings, in short box-to-box runs
and branch circuits, or in flexible tubing. This fish tape’s compact size makes
it a great addition to your everyday tool bag.

20-Foot Fish Tape features unique glow-in-the-dark fiberglass tape and
nylon tip
Clear housing allows the glow material to charge in the case
Fully removable from case for more versatile application such as pass-
through wire feeding
Anchoring end utilizes stainless steel connector that is compatible with
Klein Fish Rod attachments (Cat. No. 56511)
Made in the USA; Patent Pending
Alignment mark on case makes for easy re-installation into housing
Narrow, eyelet tip for easy feeding through crowded spaces
Durable case and handle offer superior impact resistance

Klein Tools 44220 Pocket Knife, Black,
Drop Point Blade
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Klein Tools 44220 Pocket Knife, Black, Drop Point
Blade
The Black Drop Point Blade Pocket Knife has a stainless steel blade for
strength and black aluminum handle that is designed to resist corrosion. Klein
Tools offers a wide range of knives and other cutting tools for professional
applications across all trades. Klein Tools’ pocket knives are trade-tested,
valuable for splitting cable and stripping wire on a jobsite as well as
performing everyday tasks off the site. The entire line of pocket knives are
durable, with long-lasting sharp blades, and are made to stand up to whatever
the job throws at them.

Black, fine-edge drop point blade is made of 440A stainless steel for
superior edge retention and ease of sharpening
Rugged black aluminum handle provides corrosion resistance
Lanyard hole allows knife to be tethered safely to prevent loss, or injury
from dropped knife
Dual thumb studs for ambidextrous, one-handed opening
Liner lock secures blade in open position
Deep pocket/low-carry pocket clip allows the knife to fit completely and



securely in a pocket
Blade is 3-1/2-Inch long
Rubber finger grip for comfort and long-wear

Klein Tools 32717 All-in-1 Precision
Screwdriver Set with Case

Klein Tools 32717 All-in-1 Precision Screwdriver Set
with Case
Klein Tools’ All-in-1 Precision Screwdriver Set with compact carrying case
features 39 precision bits. This set provides everything you need to work with
electronics and precision fasteners including those for Apple products such as
Apple iPhone, MacBook, and Watch. The reversible barrel is standard on one side
and extra-long on the other for those hard-to-reach jobs. Powerful magnets
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housed in the barrel better secure the bit, which also allows it to easily
pick-up and retain fasteners. The Cushion-Grip handle and spin cap provide
outstanding comfort and control.

Precision screwdriver set includes 39 bits for various applications
including repair of most Apple products
Powerful magnets inside barrel to better retain bits, as well as pick-up
and hold fasteners
Reversible barrel has standard and extended-reach ends
Compact carrying case features a stay-shut latch and extra-long bits for
easier access
Spin cap offers optimum and precise control
Industrial-strength heat treated bits
Cushion-Grip handles for maximum comfort
Apple is a registered trademarks of Apple Inc; TORX is a registered
trademark of Acument Intellectual Properties, LLC; Tri-Wing is a registered
trademark of Phillips Screw Company

Klein Tools 32314 14-in-1 Precision
Screwdriver/ Nut Driver
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Klein Tools 32314 14-in-1 Precision Screwdriver/ Nut
Driver
Klein Tools’ 14-in-1 Precision Screwdriver / Nut Driver features 14 of the most
common precision sizes in one tool. The Cushion-Grip handle and spin cap
provide outstanding comfort and control. This smartly designed tool contains 6
sizes of integrated steel nut driver shafts that securely hold four double-
ended screwdriver bits. Carefully heat-treated for industrial strength, the
precision-milled bits include multiple sizes of slotted, Phillips and
Tamperproof TORX bits.

Precision screwdriver and integrated nut drivers include 14 of the most
common sizes in one tool
Spin cap offers optimum and precise control
Industrial-strength heat treated bits
Cushion-Grip handle for maximum comfort
Includes sizes: Phillips #00, #0; Slotted 3/32-Inch, 1/8-Inch; Tamperproof
Torx T7, T8, T10, T15; Hex 9/64-Inch, 5/32-Inch, 3/16-Inch, 7/32-Inch, 1/4-
Inch, 5/16-Inch
Interchangeable steel shaft for fast, easy bit changes



Sizes are etched into integrated barrels and bits
TORX is a registered trademark of Acument Intellectual Properties, LLC


